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"Keep up appearances whatever you do."
Charles Dickens/Martin Chuzzlewit ch.5

really matter. It could be Levittown or Park Forest or Willow Grove. Because all across America, these

clusters of "little boxes made of ticky-tacky" 1 look the same. They are filled with people who are busily

building their pieces of the American dream, brought to them by the big sponsors in the sky--the end of

World War II and the new technologies of the atomic age. Mass production. "Better living through

neighborhood. These people are a little older, a little more well-off, with a bit of distance from their first

middle class struggles.

The gathering at the Joneses is already humming, and a group of guests over in a corner by the hi-fi

is engrossed in conversation. These people are of the intellectual school, writers and social researchers

discussing an interview she conducted for a story about a typical young suburban family. "They got

married in '44, right after he got out of the Air Force--no job, and only six hundred dollars in war bonds



a new little development on Long Island. But they're up to their ears in debt, still paying on a freezer they

never use, washing machine, storm windows, and their mortgage payments just went up!"2

Marshall McLuhan brandishes his highball glass in the air, saying, "What gets me is how easily

they're convinced that they need all this stuff. It's those damn ubiquitous ads, presenting this radiant

image of upper-class comfort with all the trappings--they make it look like all that's within range of the

average pocket. It's the standard come-on. ,,3

Vance Packard, muscular arms popping from a polo shirt, spreads his hands wide and agrees,

"Good grief, what advertisers will do to manipulate people! They prey on our vulnerabilities--we think

bigger is better, so they give us bigger cars. We think if something costs more, it's got to be better

quality, and if we see something endorsed by a celebrity, well, that means it'll make us smart, fashionable

and famous, too! Then they come out with a slightly different version of the same thing we thought was

so wonderful, and bingo, we gotta have a new one. And we swallow all this!"4

McLuhan shakes his head. "Unfortunately it's a formula inherent in an industrial economy, Vance

To create the widest possible market, you've got to produce cheaply, make it look fashionable for a

while, then convince everybody that they've got to have a new, improved model. Market turnover calls

for human turnover, and that comes from this deep seated desire to keep up, to conform, to be as good as

everyone else and keep from looking like a failure. Those ads wouldn't sell a darn thing with scenes from

ordinary people's own living rooms." 5

"Yeah, people are such status seeking sheep," Packard adds wryly.6

"We've got to keep our eyes open as consumers, keep in touch with reality," warns McLuhan.7

"But what's at the center of it--what makes people so susceptible?" asks Dolson, eager for answers

to her young family's dilemma.

Packard ponders for a minute. "Lloyd Warner says it's social mobility, the achievement drive, the

translation of economic goods into socially approved symbols." 8



At this point, a tall, slender man who looks a little like Norman Rockwell walks over, having heard

the conversation. His name is William H. Whyte, Jr., and he has been studying the ranks of American

corporate culture and the building of a new collective ideology.9

"Perhaps I can help to clarify this deep seated motivation to achieve. There's a social ethic at work

here. It legitimizes this societal pressure on the individual, and it's based on three beliefs: one, the group

as a creative source, two, the belief in belonging as an ultimate individual need, and three, belief that

science must be applied to achieve belongingness)O It's the credo of the organization man. And your

suburban husband is one of them, Miss Dolson."

White continues to explain that while the organization man has chosen suburban living as a way

station between rungs on the corporate ladder,l1 not all the rules for moving up are what they seem)2

Dolson wanders away deep in thought, not sure what to make of his theories of inconspicuous

consumption, which don't seem to apply to the situation in her story. There are probably several different

philosophies about consumerism going right now, she decides. She knows what she sees, and that is

people buying new gadgets because they're available, they're supposed to save housewives time and

work, and they can be bought today and paid for later. She wants to talk to some of the other wives at

the party, to find out if any of them are feeling as frazzled and frantic as her young interview wife)3

Hildegarde Dolson will discover later that her subject's dilemma is the product of a disorganized

lifestyle with little consideration given to planning or restraint, plus high expectations of the husband for a

spotlessly kept home. The young woman and her husband have little time for socializing or relaxing in

their struggles to keep up. But the Ladies' Home Journal will soon take on the couple as a project,

sending in the Homemaking Editor and a psychiatrist to help them learn to cope, set up a budget, share

tasks, and eventually have more time to spend relaxing with friends)4

The party is breaking up now. It's time for a look at this era in retrospect, jumping ahead to the

work of researchers in the 1980's and 90's.



"With the exception of the instinct of self-preservation, the propensity for emulation is
probably the strongest and most alert and persistent of the economic motives proper. "

Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class [1899]

rationing, and promotion of war bond sales as patriotic duty, all those years of going without and making

do were burning a whole in America's collective pocket.! War brides and fiancees filled their hope chests

the "economic system ran efficiently only on mass consumption." It was time for increased government

direction and participation in the form of better wages, higher taxes, and more social security. 2

People knew that what they were buying was mass-produced and synthetic, but few seemed to mind.
Machine made products were an improvement over the difficult, old-fashioned things that their
parents and grandparents had used ...Things were not only more common and more available than
before, they were also invested with greater meaning.3

David M. Tucker provides us with highlights of that nationwide shopping spree in his research on

post-war spending:

Massive consumer spending brought double digit inflation--driving prices almost 50 percent higher
by 1948. Americans had learned that spending was splendid. In the late forties, installment debt rose
from 2 to 5 percent of personal income, then it doubled again to 10 percent by the late 1950's.
Consumer credit skyrocketed as the new credit cards, Diners' Club and American Express,
encouraged Americans to enjoy now rather than waiL4



of mass production techniques to home building, ownership of the single family home was available to

just about anyone who desired it enough.S

manager, and he created around him a new middle class, broader in outlook and sensibilities than the

older family background designation.6 This man gave his all, his emotion and energy to the corporation

(which in reality could be anything from a government civilian job to a chemical research company to an

insurance provider), following the rules, moving up his career and lifestyle one rung at a time.?

They had taken on new obligations. They were paying new debts. Their careers were taking shapes
that their parents might not have understood. The families on the [television] sitcoms appeared to
know what they were doin~, and take the world in stride; many of those watching were living lives of
exhilarating disorientation.

In the newly invented world of the mass suburbs, possessions clearly played an extremely important
role. But who were these status seekers trying to impress? "Their neighbors" is the obvious answer,
and there was, no doubt, an aspect of "keeping up with the Joneses." But that phrase, though it was
one of the cliches of the time, makes the endeavor appear more competitive than it really was. Your
family and the Joneses were not struggling to outdo one another. Some sociological studies done at
the time suggest that the opposite took place: neighbors informally set standards and indirectly
punished those who made purchases that were needlessly luxurious and ostentatious. Rather than
being weapons in a war of status, the objects were marks of belonging. The Joneses and everyone
else were newcomers to a way of life that had not existed before World War 11.9

families were newcomers to a way of life that had not previously existed. It was the source of the

isolation felt by many organization men's wives, as they followed their husbands from job transfer to job



had always had ties to familiar places and routines. They stayed put, saved their money, and lived quietly,

doing and making things by the fruits of their own labors.

Then the new technologies came and changed the course of even the most predictable of human

conflicts--war. With the end of World War II and the dawn of the atomic age, scientific zeal increased

life's pace with more information, ideas, and products than ever before.

It was all disorienting and strange to the families of America. Neighbors now took the place of

relatives as extended families, sharing the common bond of newness, insecurity and a potentially exciting

future, making up their own group rules for living in a new and affluent society.

These values were to be carried forward in an unusual way by the children of 1950's suburbia--out

of the split levels and into the communes of the late 1960's. Along with rejection of all that money could

buy, these children, feeling alienated from a society that failed to understand them, created a distinct

moral code for their own group. This, strangely enough, was just what their parents had done more two

decades before.
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